California is revamping its school accountability program. In 2015, the State Board of Education signaled its intent to retire the Academic Performance Index (API). It will now base future school and district accountability on a range of performance indicators that are part of Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAPs). The board has not yet discussed whether its plans include special accommodations for alternative schools.

One purpose of school accountability programs is to shine a light on the strengths and weaknesses of our schools. Yet our understanding of these schools remains extremely limited. In fact, the state risks making major missteps in developing new policies if they are based on what we currently know. This moment gives us a critical opportunity to keep that from happening.

In California, “alternative school” refers to a set of schools that provide different educational settings for students who are “at risk” because they have dropped out, are pregnant or parenting, exhibit behavior problems, or need an alternative schedule to accommodate outside work. The relationship between alternative and regular schools is complex, but the two generally should be viewed as different components of a single process.

Alternative schools educate a significant number of students. For example, they served almost 300,000 mostly high school juniors and seniors in 2013–14. About 12 percent of all seniors finished 12th grade at an alternative school. Only about 37% of these seniors graduated. In order to better understand such outcomes, and to promote the success of this important population, we need performance metrics that take into account both alternative and regular schools.

But many state outcome indicators do a poor job at measuring alternative school students’ progress. They primarily reflect the at-risk status of most students when they arrive. Moreover, students generally stay for a short time—less than half a school year on average—and annual data cannot accurately measure the gains they make. Yet policy makers, educators, parents, and the public need good information on the success of the system and determine how best to support state and local efforts to improve the quality of these schools.

To create stronger local incentives for focusing on the needs of students, we think it makes sense to hold both the regular and the alternative schools accountable. Regular schools should account for student success while they attend an alternative school. This would generate performance data unaffected by district policies regarding alternative schools. It would also promote stronger ties between schools so the needs of at-risk students are addressed most effectively.

Alternative schools should also be accountable. To accomplish that goal, the state needs to develop better short- and long-term measures of alternative school performance. It also requires the state to better identify which schools are actually alternative in the sense that they provide mostly short-term services to students who are at risk of dropping out or not graduating from high school.
Introduction

Accountability programs define what policymakers expect of our schools. As we discussed in our 2014 report, Designing California’s Next School Accountability Program, the foundation of any accountability programs is the program goals—what the state seeks to accomplish and for which groups of students. Goals are then translated into measurable outcomes, which define expected progress for schools and districts. Once these core elements of accountability programs are fleshed out, the state can assist struggling schools to improve.

California is now in the midst of revamping its school accountability program. In 2015, the State Board of Education signaled its intent to retire the API. It will base future school and district accountability on a range of indicators that are part of Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAPs). The board has not yet indicated whether separate performance measures will be developed for alternative schools or whether they will be evaluated with the same indicators as all “regular” schools.

The state’s first school accountability program recognized that alternative schools are different from other schools. The Public School Accountability Act was established in 1999 and had two distinct parts. One part established the Academic Performance Index (API)—the accountability measure that applied to all schools. The act also created the Alternative School Accountability Model (ASAM), which applied only to alternative schools. The ASAM was never fully implemented, but it was a vehicle for collecting new performance data on alternative schools.

In California, “alternative school” refers to seven types of schools and programs that provide different educational settings for students who are behind in school, are pregnant or parenting, exhibit behavior problems, or need an alternative schedule to accommodate outside work. These schools are known by various names, including continuation, community, and opportunity schools and enroll mostly students in grades 9 through 12. District and high school administrators define the roles of alternative schools, and the extent to which students are encouraged to attend them. In turn, regular schools depend on alternative schools to help students address academic and behavior problems.

This report examines accountability programs for alternative schools that serve high school students. It begins by describing the state’s system of alternative schools, and the role they play in our K–12 system. Next, we highlight the problems that arise by creating a separate accountability program for alternative schools. We then briefly review the state’s experience with ASAM and how other states address the issue of alternative schools. We conclude with suggestions about how the state should address accountability for alternative schools.

1 Please see Technical Appendix A for more detail on the indicators that are part of LCAP.
The Seven Types of Alternative Schools

In this report, we use the label “alternative schools” to indicate schools that provide an alternate setting for students who are “at risk” due to inappropriate behavior or academic challenges. There is no statewide system of alternative schools, but rather a collection of schools reflecting local decisions about how best to address student needs. Some districts create several alternative schools and encourage at-risk high school students to take advantage of the different instructional approaches. Other districts operate very limited alternative programs, preferring instead to send students to county office administered schools. Finally, in several counties, independent charter alternative schools enroll a large number of high school juniors and seniors each year.

At the elementary and middle school levels, alternative schools largely address student behavior problems. Most provide relatively short-term services, after which students return to their home school. In high school, alternative schools deal with a mix of behavior and academic issues. Some alternative school students complete their education at the alternative; others return to their home high school.

California’s alternative schools have evolved over the years. At one time or another, most alternative school models included supplemental funding for districts. Today, that additional funding has mostly disappeared. Only two types of county office of education alternative schools receive extra state funding. Districts also maintain great control over the design of alternative schools—grade levels served, how instruction is delivered, types of students targeted—and, over time, some types have changed so much that it is difficult to generalize how they operate.

Table 1 displays basic program information on the seven types of alternative schools. As the table indicates, there were 974 alternative schools in 2013–14, enrolling 136,587 students as of October 2013. This represents 9.3 percent of all schools in California and 2.2 percent of all students. Although alternative schools account for a small share of total enrollment, they enroll a much larger share of high school students than those in earlier grades.

Continuation schools account for roughly half the state’s alternative schools and about the same proportion of fall enrollments in alternative schools. State law requires all unified and high school districts to maintain a continuation school (or be able to refer students to a continuation school in a nearby district). These schools have a broad mandate, serving students in grades 10–12 who are at risk of not graduating from high school.

---

2 The California Department of Education uses the label “alternative schools” much more broadly to include any school that offers a different means of meeting student needs and is open to students volunteering to attend the school.
TABLE 1
Alternative schools, number and enrollment, 2013–14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School type</th>
<th>Number of schools</th>
<th>Fall enrollment</th>
<th>Target population</th>
<th>Administrative entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuation</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>62,830</td>
<td>Students ages 16 or older who are at risk of not graduating</td>
<td>Districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Charter</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>28,931</td>
<td>Students who have been expelled, suspended, truant, are pregnant or parenting, or who have dropped out of school</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15,202</td>
<td>Expelled students, students with behavior or attendance problems or who are on probation or parole</td>
<td>County offices of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of choice</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13,283</td>
<td>Students who have been expelled, suspended, truant, are pregnant or parenting, or who have dropped out of school</td>
<td>Districts or county offices of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community day</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>7,353</td>
<td>Students who have been expelled or have behavior or attendance problems</td>
<td>Districts or county offices of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile court</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>6,776</td>
<td>Students who are incarcerated in local juvenile detention facilities</td>
<td>Districts or county offices of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2,212</td>
<td>Short-term intervention for students with attendance, behavior, or academic problems</td>
<td>Districts or county offices of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>136,587</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCES: California Department of Education, California Education Code.

District and independent charter “schools of choice” are also considered alternative when at least 70 percent of enrolled students meet specific criteria—such as expelled, suspended or dropped out of school, living with a foster family, or habitually truant. In 2013–14, 99 such schools reported fall enrollment of 42,214 students (29% of all alternative school students).

Community schools, opportunity schools, and community day schools are designed to help students with more significant behavior or attendance problems or who are referred by the county juvenile justice system. In the fall of 2013, 24,767 students (19% of all alternative school students) were enrolled in these three types of schools.

A small number of alternative schools serve incarcerated students. County offices of education operate juvenile court schools, which educate students held in county juvenile hall. Fall 2013 enrollment in the 76 juvenile court schools totaled 6,776 (5% of all alternative students). In addition, 494 school-aged youth attended schools in state youth prisons (not shown in Table 1).³

The existence of seven types of alternative schools creates a network of schools difficult to fully comprehend. There is no hierarchy or order of programs—each program operates mostly independently of the others. In addition, state law gives educators great latitude in determining the roles of continuation and community schools. Continuation schools may enroll students with academic or behavioral problems. Community schools may serve almost any student with the approval of the parents. This rather loose structure results in a system that is largely the product of local priorities. This complexity requires its own set of measures if we are to accurately assess student success.

³ Next Steps for Improving State Accountability for Alternative Schools, 2015. Legislative Analyst’s Office. Sacramento, California. (February).
Alternative Schools Require Specialized Metrics

As Table 1 illustrates, alternative schools are intended to help students address academic or behavioral problems. But standard school outcome indicators do not measure their performance very well. Alternative schools frequently work with students for only a few months, and many more students enroll during the course of the year than fall numbers indicate. As a result, typical measures of student progress, like annual growth on state test scores or four-year graduation rates, may not adequately gauge how well alternative schools meet their objectives. In addition, many alternative schools are too small for annual data to reflect real differences in student achievement year to year. For these and other reasons outlined below, good information on alternative school performance is hard to find. Accurate understanding requires outcome measures better suited to their mission and operation.

Alternative schools serve mostly high school seniors

In 2013–14, 95 percent of all alternative school students were enrolled in high school and, of those, most were juniors or seniors. Seniors accounted for 48 percent of all alternative school students. That translates into 13 percent of all high school seniors. Elementary and middle grades students represented only 5 percent of alternative school enrollment. However, enrollment is measured in the fall, but students arrive at alternative schools all through the school year. Therefore, these data underestimate the proportion of students who attend an alternative school at some point during the school year. Figure 1 displays alternative school enrollment by grade in 2013–14.

---

FIGURE 1
Most alternative school students are juniors and seniors

SOURCE: California Department of Education

---

Enrollment data are based on the number of students registered as attending a school on a specific day in October.
Alternative school students are highly mobile

The average student attends an alternative school for less than half a school year. As we mentioned above, this results in many more students attending alternative schools each year than enrollment figures suggest. For instance, in 2013–14 total enrollment over the course of the year was 290,000 students—more than double the fall enrollment numbers. This student mobility affects the interpretation of some school outcome measures. Under the API, for instance, CDE did not count the scores of students who did not attend the full school year. In addition, it does not calculate four-year graduation rates for alternative schools, as only a small percentage of students are expected to attend them for more than one year. But CDE does not make similar adjustments for other indicators, such as suspension and expulsion data, even though some alternative schools are designed to serve students with serious behavior problems.

Small school size plus student mobility reduces the availability of meaningful annual indicators

The median enrollment at alternative schools is less than 100. In contrast, the average high school enrolls about 1,300 students. Small schools present a special challenge for accountability programs. Charting school performance over time requires that average student outcomes reflect what students can actually do. But when the number of students at a school is very small, average annual data can fluctuate significantly because of random factors. For example, take a school with two students, one high performing and the other low performing. If one student is sick on testing day, the school score would rise or fall dramatically, and the change from the previous year’s score would not reflect any real difference in actual proficiency of the two students.

To address the need for reliability, CDE issued annual school accountability scores (API scores) only to schools with at least 11 test scores. But because of the typical alternative school’s small size, plus the mobility of their students, many did not receive an API. A study of continuation schools, for instance, found that only three-quarters of the schools received an API in any one year, and only half of all alternative schools received an API in three consecutive years.

Alternative and regular school outcomes may not be comparable

Students generally transfer to an alternative school because of an academic or behavior problem that regular schools cannot address. As a consequence, standard school indicators make alternative schools look very low performing. In 2013, for example, alternative high schools earned an average API of 560, which was far below the average non-alternative high school API of 741. But this difference largely reflects the fact that alternative schools generally serve students who are not finding success in their regular high schools. Suspension and

---

5 Legislative Analyst’s Office, 2015. This is based on data from one school year. Because some students continue attending an alternative school from one school year to the next, this estimate understates the average length of alternative school attendance. Unfortunately, better data are not available.
6 Legislative Analyst’s Office, 2015, and California Department of Education.
7 Legislative Analyst’s Office, 2015. Excludes district schools of choice and independent charter alternative schools. Compared to the typical high school, these schools are also much smaller (the median enrollment of district schools of choice is 148; the charter alternative school median is 304).
8 Students who change schools during the school year are not included in the calculation of a school Academic Performance Index.
10 Average 2013 API scores for 821 alternative high schools and 1,525 other high schools.
expulsion rates for alternative schools may also differ for those that specialize in helping students with significant behavior problems. Clearly, alternative school performance is not strictly comparable to that of regular schools.

**Good information on alternative school performance is rare**

California law authorizes alternative schools as a way of helping students with behavior or academic problems. These schools serve a significant proportion of high school seniors, most of whom attend for a relatively short time. Although their performance is an important issue, existing K–12 indicators often cannot paint an accurate picture of alternative school success. The state’s system of annual measures either fails to reflect the actual progress made by students attending an alternative school or generates data that is more a reflection of the at-risk student population alternative schools serve than an accurate measure of their progress in school.

The state’s four-year graduation rate is a good example of an important performance indicator that does not work as intended in the alternative school context. Few students attend alternative schools for four years—or even one full school year. Moreover, students may arrive at an alternative school having failed several classes. The state’s methodology for graduation rates makes alternative schools accountable for the academic deficits created while students attended the regular high school. And if they arrive at an alternative school in their senior year, it may be unrealistic to expect them to earn enough credits to graduate by the end of the school year.

These problems reflect the more general issue that CDE has not developed short- or long-term indicators more suited to the way alternative schools operate. As our graduation rate example shows, they have not tailored any existing indicators to measure the performance of these schools more effectively. Additionally, there are no existing short-term indicators that would provide evidence on the progress of students who enroll for less than one year. Since more than half of alternative school students fall into the short-term category, developing data on the value of alternative schools for short-term students is essential.

The lack of outcome measures is only one of the information problems. More broadly, the state simply does not know much about the operation of the different types of alternative programs. As a consequence, it is unable to answer basic questions that would arise in the development of an alternative accountability program, such as: Do the different types of schools need different indicators of performance? What proportion of alternative school students return to their home high school? How many students attend more than one alternative school, and how should accountability be assigned in that situation? In any case, devising metrics that accommodate these complexities would go a long way toward helping the state understand alternative schools and put policies in place that promote student success.
Why Separate Accountability Is Not Sufficient

Clearly, K–12 accountability programs need to recognize the critical role alternative schools play. However, a separate accountability program for those schools solves some problems but creates others. Alternative schools reflect local policies about the need for educational options targeted at struggling students. They function as a complement to regular schools, helping students administrators have determined are not finding success or have been expelled. The fact that students attend alternative schools for an average of four months supports this perspective. Therefore, policymakers need to consider regular and alternative schools as one system in order to create consistent statewide outcome data for regular schools and to create stronger incentives for meeting the needs of at-risk students. This can be accomplished by holding regular schools accountable for students’ performance while they attend alternative schools. Alternative schools affect regular school performance ratings

Alternative schools affect regular school performance ratings

The system of alternative programs differs significantly in size and design depending on local policies, and these differences affect the meaning of school outcomes for both alternative schools and regular schools. Figure 2 displays the proportion of 12th grade students enrolled in alternative schools in the 10 largest California counties. This includes all students enrolled at a district, charter, or county office alternative school in the fall of 2013.

The figure illustrates several important facts. First, the proportion of seniors served by alternative schools varies significantly from county to county. For example, almost 20 percent of all high school seniors in Fresno County were enrolled in an alternative school. In Santa Clara and Orange counties, about 10 percent of seniors attend an alternative—half the proportion in Fresno.

FIGURE 2
Alternative school enrollment and types vary widely across counties

SOURCE: California Department of Education.
NOTE: Twelfth grade enrollment in alternative schools, 10 largest California counties, 2013–14. 12th grade enrollments contain an unknown number of “fifth-year seniors”—students who take more than four years to complete high school.
Second, the type of alternative school that enrolls significant numbers of students differs by county. In Fresno, alternative charter schools enroll the largest number of seniors, followed by district schools of choice and continuation schools. Charter schools also play a major role in San Bernardino, San Diego, and Sacramento counties. Riverside and Santa Clara alternative school students mostly attend continuation schools. In Kern and Orange counties, community schools serve a significant proportion of students.

These data have two important implications for accountability programs. First, when large proportions of students attend alternative school, it affects regular high schools’ performance data. For instance, when calculating graduation rates, CDE assigns students to the last school they attended prior to the end of 12th grade. As a result, 12 percent of high school seniors who finished 12th grade at an alternative school were not counted in a school graduation rate in 2013–14. Although CDE does not publish alternative school graduation rates, we estimate that 37 percent graduated. If these students had been assigned to their home school, regular high school graduation rates would average 81 percent, down 6 percentage points from the 87 percent we calculated using CDE’s methodology.

Second, in some areas, significant proportions of students leave their home schools and districts to enroll in a school administered by charter operator or county office of education. CDE rules dictate that when this occurs, the students’ home school and district are no longer accountable for those students and the charter or county office school becomes the school of record. As a result, districts are off the hook for students who cross these important governance lines—between districts, charter schools, and county offices of education—making accountability even more difficult.

The misidentification of alternative schools

The state has permitted significant local flexibility over the design of alternative schools. Districts appear to exploit that flexibility to the point that it raises questions about what the label “alternative” means. Only charter and district “schools of choice” and community day schools are required to show that their students qualify as “at-risk.” The other types of alternatives are not held to the same standard. As a result, the state risks including in its alternative accountability program schools that are not serving at-risk students.

This loose regulatory framework creates confusion about why some schools are considered alternative and other very similar schools are not. It also raises questions about the range of services the state expects from alternative high schools. Our review, for instance, found the following examples (more details on these findings can be found in Technical Appendix B):

- **Alternative schools that appear to serve a relatively advantaged student population.** State law assumes that most types of alternative schools are serving at-risk students. We found alternative schools where turnover was low and students were achieving at high levels. These data raise questions about whether such schools are actually “alternative” and should, instead, be included in the regular school accountability program.

- **Regular schools that have all the characteristics of alternative schools but are not designated as such by the state.** We found a number of these schools during our research. They are characterized by very small 9th and 10th grade enrollment compared to that of 11th and 12th graders, high mobility rates, and low graduation rates. Several had been identified as alternative in past years, but were no longer designated as such. It is not clear why these schools have not asked to be considered alternative.

These findings suggest the state does not have a concise list of which schools actually operate as alternatives. Because districts currently assign the designation, the state will need to develop other ways to determine which schools should receive the alternative label. For example, the state could identify alternative schools based on the characteristics of students they enroll (at risk of dropping out or behavior issues) and the short-term nature of student enrollment. In any case, it is clear that standardizing the definition of alternative school for the purposes of data collection and accountability is an important step.
Lessons Learned from Other Models

A separate accountability program for alternative schools is not a new idea. California operated the Alternative School Accountability Model (ASAM) for many years. In ASAM, the state tried hard to design a measurement system that could accommodate the many different types of alternative schools. Unfortunately, the model had several flaws that undercut its effectiveness. Other states also use different measures or standards for alternative schools than for regular schools. However, hard data on the effectiveness of these measures are not readily available. So these state models yield few answers to the central question of how best to provide accountability for services to alternative school students. Even so, we can benefit from examining their strengths and weaknesses.

California’s ASAM

The ASAM was created in 1999 as a supplement to the API. It was designed to accommodate many different types and objectives of alternative schools. To do that, it asked each school to choose three of 14 different measures. A school’s outcomes were compared to data from other schools choosing the same indicators. The system rated schools using four performance levels.

Table 2 displays the 2009 ASAM indicators. They generally cover four areas of student performance: behavior, attendance, achievement, and completion. Student behavior is measured by incidents of poor behavior during school or by tardiness. Attendance measures include coming to school each day and persisting in attending over the course of the year. Completion metrics include graduation or passing of all or part of equivalence examinations. Attainment indicators were designed for specific grade levels. Promotion to the next grade, for instance, was available to only K–6 schools. Course completion was limited to middle schools, and credit completion was intended for high schools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Attendance</th>
<th>Attainment</th>
<th>Achievement</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profanity or disruptive behavior</td>
<td>Attendance *</td>
<td>Promotion to next grade (K–6)</td>
<td>Reading achievement</td>
<td>High school graduation rate *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension *</td>
<td>Attending plus completing all assignments</td>
<td>Course completion (Middle school)</td>
<td>Writing achievement</td>
<td>GED completion rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student punctuality</td>
<td>Sustained attendance</td>
<td>Credit completion</td>
<td>Math achievement</td>
<td>Average GED sections completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State CHSPE passed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


NOTES: * denotes an indicator that is one of the 22 LCAP indicators. GED = General Educational Development test. CHSPE = California High School Proficiency Examination.

11 The number of measures that schools could choose from varied somewhat over time, as measures were added or removed from the list.
The ASAM indicators also required schools to collect student data that could be measured in increments smaller than a year. For instance, behavior and attendance can be measured monthly, quarterly, or annually. Gains in reading, writing, and mathematics can also be measured periodically during the school year. Attainment and completion, on the other hand, represent milestones that indicate progress in school. Attainment shows that students fulfilled the requirements needed to pass a course or move on to the next grade. Completion data suggest that students have gained the skills and knowledge needed to earn a high school diploma or other certificate.

Unfortunately, the ASAM data were never used for accountability purposes. When the federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act passed in 2002, it did not allow ASAM data to be included in school scores. The state ended the ASAM in 2010, when funding for data collection was eliminated from the budget. By that time, though, the system’s effectiveness was being questioned, and CDE and the state board were contemplating redesigning it to provide a better gauge of school performance.

**ASAM had strengths and weaknesses**

ASAM recognized that holding alternative schools to account required the state to develop different performance measures than those used to evaluate regular schools. Asking schools to choose from among 13 possible indicators was intended to ensure that performance data accurately measured a school’s most important outcomes. But tailoring the system for maximum flexibility had a price.

**Data only for “long-term” students.** ASAM developed performance indicators that could be measured at various times during the school year. But the system collected data only on students who stayed enrolled for at least 90 days (or half a school year)—under ASAM, they were considered “long-term.” The rationale for this rule was to give students a period to adjust to their new school. But the limitation excluded perhaps half of alternative school students from the data—some schools reported no students meeting the 90-day threshold.12 Worse, this policy implicitly assumed that alternative schools were not responsible for students who attend for less than half a year.

**No common performance data.** ASAM allowed each alternative school to choose the measures that best reflected its performance. As a result, however, ASAM lacked a core of comparable data. Similar schools could be held accountable for very different outcomes. In addition, schools were not required to select an academic measure. For instance, continuation schools opted for credit completion as the most common indicator (about 83% of schools chose it) and attendance was second (67% selected it). Only 36 percent of continuation schools chose high school graduation, and only 29 percent tested students to measure academic gains.13

**Tests of academic achievement did not work as planned.** ASAM experimented using commercial tests to obtain short-term data on student gains in reading, writing, and mathematics. Unfortunately, an analysis of data from the commercial tests showed that they did not work as hoped—as many students made significant losses on the post-test as made gains. Since it was unlikely that students actually forgot more than they learned while in school, this finding raised the question of whether students were motivated to do well on the tests or whether other factors affected the validity of these scores.14

---

12 Legislative Analyst’s Office. 2007. *Improving Alternative Education in California.* Sacramento, California.
13 PPIC analysis of ASAM data from 2004–05.
14 WestEd. 2009. *ASAM School Performance: Alternative School Performance on ASAM Accountability Indicators, 2002–03 to 2007–08.* The tests were given to students periodically in an attempt measure gains in mathematics or English over time.
California’s current approach has had limited impact

Starting in 2011, California began returning alternative school test scores to regular schools as part of the API calculations. The policy was designed to strengthen the incentive for school administrators to ensure that the needs of at-risk students are being addressed most effectively—whether at the regular or the alternative school. This policy would also improve the comparability of data for regular schools, as it would be less affected by local alternative school practices.

Unfortunately, as implemented the policy probably has had only a minimal impact. The state began returning test scores of some alternative school students to their home school in 2011 when calculating the API and federal performance scores. The department reports that in 2012–13 the scores of 8,460 alternative school students were included in their regular school’s data.15 This number comprises only about 5.5 percent of alternative school students in grades 3 through 11. Since almost 300,000 students attended an alternative school that year, this policy probably had a very limited impact on regular school accountability.

We were unable to obtain data to determine why the scores of so few students were affected by this policy. But there are several reasons why the number would be relatively small. First, half of alternative school students are high school seniors, and the state’s testing program did not extend to the 12th grade.16 In addition, scores were returned only for students “referred” by school or district officials. However, the term “referred” was not defined, leaving significant local discretion over determining which student scores would be returned to the regular schools. The law also excludes several groups of alternative school students from the requirement. Scores were not returned to the students’ school when students were expelled or referred to the alternative school by a correctional or judicial officer. Regulations also exclude students who dropped out of school for more than 30 days.

This issue requires additional analysis to determine why so few student scores were affected by the policy. To be effective, the state should keep any exclusions very narrow so that regular schools would remain accountable for the performance of most alternative school students. In addition, the state should not limit this policy only to students who are referred by administrators. By treating high schools and alternative schools as complementary parts of one process, the state’s accountability program would encourage districts to worry less about which school is accountable and focus more on placing students where they can be most successful.

Alternative school accountability in other states

Other states besides California recognize the need to hold alternative schools accountable based on different measures or standards. States use one of two general models to accomplish this. Some—such as Kentucky, Florida, and Michigan—simply include alternative school student data in the accountability scores of the students’ home school. Others—such as Texas and Colorado—create alternative accountability programs that employ many of the same indicators as their regular program. Florida does both—although it bases its alternative school rating solely on the growth of student test scores, whereas its regular accountability measure uses a wider array of indicators.

We contacted staff from the education departments in Texas and Colorado to see whether they had information on how well their performance indicators work to measure the success of alternative schools. Texas uses the same measures for all schools, but set lower standards for alternative schools in recognition of the at-risk nature of the

15 Randy Bonnell, California Department of Education, private communication December 2, 2015. The 8,460 students comprises about 5.5% of students in grades 3 through 11 who attended an alternative school in 2012–13.

16 While 12th graders are not tested in the state’s new assessment program, these students would be included in other school performance data, including graduation, attendance, suspension and expulsion, and indicators of career and college preparation.
alternative school population. Colorado also lowers its standards for alternative schools but tailors its indicators for better performance measurement. Colorado also give students up to eight years to graduate (compared to four in California), and passing the General Educational Development (GED) test counts towards alternative school graduation. Schools may also submit local data—including supplemental test data—when state indicators do not accurately measure a school’s performance.

Unfortunately, neither state had formally investigated the effectiveness of their approach to alternative schools. We also asked about the relationship between the alternative accountability program and the accountability program for regular schools. While both indicated that their educators generally support the alternative accountability programs, questions remain about whether home schools should retain some accountability for alternative school students. Finally, both states closely regulate the types of schools that are eligible for the alternative accountability programs. Texas requires that at least 75 percent of students meet one of several definitions of being “at risk.” Colorado requires that 95 percent of a school’s students meet its at-risk definition. These rules help reassure policymakers that the lower standards in alternative school accountability is warranted by the population served by these schools.

Even though we learned a lot about how these other states approach alternative school accountability programs, we were not able to get enough information to evaluate how effective their solutions have been. But it is not clear how useful that information would be as alternative schools in other states may operate differently than California’s. For example, students in Colorado’s alternatives are enrolled for much longer than four months. Thus, differences in the state K–12 systems compound the lack of data about what works. In the next section, we will propose some ways our state might improve on past efforts.

---

19 Phone conversation with Jessica Knevals of the Colorado Department of Education (December 7, 2015) and Esteban Reyes of the Texas Education Agency (December 5, 2015).
22 Jessica Knevals, Colorado Department of Education, December 7, 2015, phone call.
A Roadmap for Alternative School Accountability

Our review of alternative school accountability points to three conclusions. First, California should develop a program for alternative schools that parallels its main program but employs more accurate and useful performance indicators. Second, performance data for regular schools need to include data on students who attend alternative schools so that regular schools have a stake in their success. Third, the state needs to strengthen its system of alternative schools and learn more about the experience of alternative school students. Below, we discuss these suggestions in more detail.

Hold both regular and alternative schools accountable

States use two general models to address the accountability challenges associated with alternative schools. The first returns alternative school student data to their home school. This option strengthens the incentive for school administrators to meet the needs of at-risk students effectively no matter where they are served—at regular or alternative schools. It also ensures all students are part of a school accountability rating. It addresses the problem with alternative schools’ small size and the temporary nature of their students, which made the API ineffective as a measure for these schools. Finally, it undercuts incentives for regular schools to use alternative schools as a way to improve performance data, such as graduation rates.

The second model is a separate program of accountability for alternative schools, often using measures from the regular system. The goal is to develop better indicators or set lower standards for the success of these schools compared to regular schools. An alternative accountability program also raises the visibility of these important schools and provides feedback to them regarding their strengths and weaknesses. Since alternative schools serve a significant proportion of high school students in many areas, data on their effectiveness is critical information for educators, parents, and the local community.

We think both of these options should be pursued in California. Doing so acknowledges the complex relationship between regular and alternative schools. In most cases, alternative school students spend the majority of their high school years at a regular high school. They transfer to an alternative school in their junior or senior years, and attend for only four months on average. It seems evident that making alternative schools entirely accountable for these students places too much responsibility on them and too little on the regular high schools. Moreover, current policy holds neither regular schools nor alternative schools accountable when alternative school students drop out. We think it makes more sense to hold the regular schools accountable and treat alternative schools as a complement to regular schools.

Return alternative school student data to regular schools

The impact of returning alternative school student data to students’ home high schools will depend on several factors. First, the state needs to investigate why so few scores were returned to regular schools under the previous API policy, and establish rules that ensure most data is returned. Second, the state should return the data for all the performance indicators used in the accountability scheme for regular schools. This will ensure that data for 12th grade alternative school students is included in regular school data. It would also strengthen the incentives to ensure that alternative schools pay attention to career and college preparation.

However, returning alternative school student data to regular schools is not a policy panacea. In fact, it will have a limited impact in some areas. Our analysis shows that fewer than 5 percent of students in some districts attend an alternative at the end of 12th grade, so the effect on regular school performance data in these districts will be small.
For this reason, even in districts with small proportions of students attending alternative schools, it is important to hold both alternative and regular schools accountable for the same students.

We also have questions about this policy require that further analysis with student-level data before they can be addressed. For instance, should regular schools be held accountable for their students no matter how many alternative schools a student attends? What about a student who only briefly attended the home school, opting instead for an alternative school? A better understanding of the dynamics of student enrollment would allow CDE and the state board to address these issues in a thoughtful manner.

**Establish alternative school accountability**

The alternative accountability system should use indicators that parallel the state’s regular school accountability program whenever possible. The similarities between LCAP indicators and those used in ASAM means that measures in a new program will be familiar to local educators. Thus, one question is whether the LCAP indicators will work for alternative schools. In addition, other indicators may be needed to understand alternative schools’ performance.

Table 3 lists the performance indicators that have been proposed in California since 2009 to replace ASAM. The California Department of Education commissioned the 2009 WestEd report to provide guidance about the ASAM Phase II design. WestEd’s proposal grouped eight indicators into three areas of performance: engagement, achievement, and completion/transition. Five of the Phase II measures come from ASAM, but there are three new ones, including 30-day achievement gains, passing the high school exit examination, and re-enrollment in a regular school or another alternative school.

The second model was introduced in legislation in 2014 as the Student Achievement Via Excellence (SAVE) accountability program. Most of its indicators were used in ASAM. In addition, SAVE requires students to attend for at least 90 days before they are counted in a school’s performance data. SAVE also borrows from the Phase II proposal the idea that reenrolling in a regular school represents a successful exit from an alternative school.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>Post-ASAM Alternative School Accountability Proposals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAM Phase II, WestEd (2009)</td>
<td>Attendance, 30-day achievement gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Achievement Via Excellence (2014)</td>
<td>Suspension or expulsion, punctuality, attendance, persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County superintendents of school (2015)</td>
<td>Attendance, suspension, or expulsion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCES:** Assembly Bill 1573 (Sawyer-Jones), 2013–14 legislative session; Detailed Proposal for ASAM Phase II, WestEd, April 2009; California County Superintendents of Education Services Agency.

**NOTES:** ASAM = Alternative School Accountability Model; GED = General Educational Development test. The county superintendents’ proposal would base school accountability ratings on the behavior, achievement and completion/transition indicators. Schools could earn “bonus points” when students succeed on college and career indicators. The proposal includes a number of potential indicators in this area.
The third model was crafted by a committee of the California County Superintendents’ Educational Services Association. It uses a more limited set of indicators than ASAM and the SAVE plan. It relies primarily on annual data, and is the only model that does not include state test scores. Moreover, it is the only one that measures preparation for college or career.23 The college/career indicators, however, would provide “bonus” points for schools that demonstrate success in this area. A school’s basic accountability score would reflect its performance on the behavior, achievement, and completion/transition indicators.

These three proposals outline an array of possible indicators California could consider using in its alternative school accountability program. The county superintendents’ model has clear parallels to the LCAP, which would align accountability for alternative and regular schools. Nevertheless, all three models suffer from two major drawbacks. First, they rely on annual data, even though the average alternative school students are enrolled for less than half a school year. Second, the data focus solely on outcomes while students are attending the alternative school, and ignore their success after returning to regular schools.

Develop better short-term alternative performance indicators

The annual indicators proposed in these three models are not significantly better than the data CDE currently collects for regular schools. When students attend for an average of less than half a school year, annual data mostly reflects the achievement levels and behavior of students who are sent to alternative schools, and not the schools’ added value. Similarly, state test results do not provide useful information for most alternative schools. Below, we outline modified versions of the core LCAP indicators that would provide more accurate data on alternative schools.

Graduation and persistence. Currently, CDE calculates only four-year graduation rates. But many alternative school students arrive as juniors or seniors far behind in credits needed to graduate, making it difficult to graduate in 4 years. CDE could calculate graduation rates for alternative schools based on when students arrived at the school—“junior” and “senior” graduation rates. In addition, alternative schools should be given credit for getting students to attend a fifth and sixth year of high school, and for helping those students graduate. Alternatively, the state could calculate graduation rates for all students who are far behind in earning credits as of the beginning of their junior year. This would allow comparisons of regular and alternative school performance for this at-risk group of students.

Dropouts. CDE policies currently delete a dropout from state statistics if the student subsequently reenrolls in any school. While this policy makes sense from an accounting perspective—a student cannot be a dropout if they subsequently re-enroll—it minimizes the importance of the event for students and weakens dropout rates as a measure of a school’s ability to help students stay engaged in school. The state could address this problem by developing two dropout measures: the current one that excludes students if they subsequently reenroll in school, and a second that includes all dropouts from a school (even those who subsequently reenroll in another school).

Monthly behavior and achievement data. Annual data for alternative schools often reflect a composite of many students who arrive at different points over the school year. These indicators reflect the extent to which schools are charged with addressing more severe student behavior problems. But instead of annual composites, these schools need data that reveal the progress their students make in achievement, behavior, and attendance. One option is to aggregate data around the amount of time students attend. For instance, the number of credits could be collected for the first month of attendance, the second month of attendance, and so on. This strategy would provide short-term

23The county superintendents of schools proposals would use a number of indicators to measure college and career readiness, such as satisfying California’s “a–g” course requirements, earning skill certificates, and demonstrating readiness for college on the state 11th grade tests. The a–g courses identify the high school courses students must pass in order to be considered for enrollment in the state universities.
data showing the progress students made in earning course credits during their time at alternative schools. Similar monthly data could be developed for attendance, and for school behavior.

**Measure longer-term student success**

Alternative schools should also be held accountable for students’ longer-term success. For most K–10 alternative school students, returning to their home school is the goal. Even alternative schools serving 11th and 12th graders may give students the option to stay and graduate or return to the home school. The three California models recognize the importance of reenrolling in a regular school, but they do not track success after students return to their home school. To students, long-term success is the most important outcome. Focusing only on what happens during the short time they attend an alternative school misses this critical perspective.

Assessing student success after they return to a regular school is also possible using annual state data. Annual data—such as state test scores—are not particularly valuable as a measure of the gains students made during the relatively short time they were enrolled in alternative schools. But academic gains on state tests for the year after students return to their home school may represent a useful metric for the performance data system. Similarly, gains in behavior and attendance for that year could represent a useful measure of alternative schools’ longer term impact.

**Begin defining a system of alternative schools**

Establishing alternative school accountability also requires the state to start creating a more coherent organization of alternative schools. Currently, there are seven school types. No overarching rules exist to clarify the kinds of students these programs may serve or what services these schools should make available. Inconsistencies regarding which schools are labeled “alternative” are also relatively common. In addition, the number and types of alternative school options available to students differs significantly by district and county.

As a result, current state policies do not provide a solid foundation for an alternative accountability program. Specifically, schools should be permitted to participate only when students are “at risk” and the average length of enrollment is short. Schools that do not meet these tests should participate in the regular accountability program. Similarly, alternative schools that meet the two criteria should not be permitted to opt out of the alternative accountability program.

The state could look to the existing “schools of choice” criterion for a definition of at-risk student. It currently requires 70 percent of students to meet one of several at-risk categories. High school students far behind in their studies should probably be added as a new at-risk category, as they represent the most common type of alternative school student in the upper grades. Applying this test to alternative schools would help screen out schools that do not serve at-risk students.
Conclusion

One purpose of school accountability programs is to shine a light on the strengths and weaknesses of our schools. Because of inadequate data, alternative schools have been in the shadows of K–12 policy discussions. Only because of improvements in the state’s student information system can we now see the important role alternative schools play in the lives of California’s high school students. About 12 percent of all seniors finished 12th grade at an alternative school, and only about 37 percent of them graduated. This makes these schools’ performance of an important state issue.

The State Board of Education is about to replace the Academic Performance Index (API) with a range of indicators that are part of Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAPs). It has not yet revealed whether it will include any special accommodations for alternative schools. We have a perfect opportunity to reconsider how well the accountability program has worked in the past with respect to alternative schools, and what can be done to improve it for this very important student population. California has a critical need to better understand alternative schools. Yet our understanding remains extremely limited, and the state risks making major missteps in developing new policies based on current knowledge.

In this report, we conclude that California’s accountability program must address the issues raised by alternative schools, to ensure that data for both regular and alternative schools accurately reflect the success of students. With better data on alternative schools and insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the past accountability programs, California can develop stronger programs for helping schools address the needs of at-risk students. In a sense, our recommendations return the state to policies it adopted earlier with an alternative accountability program and the policy of returning test scores of alternative school students to their home schools.

But we know more today, which suggests California can go further than previous programs. First, California should hold both alternative and regular schools accountable. It should develop accountability for alternative schools that parallels its main program but employs more accurate and useful performance indicators, based on the complexities of the alternative school experience. These indicators should reflect both short- and long-term achievements.

Second, performance data for regular schools need to include data on almost all students who attend alternative schools so that regular schools have a stake in their success. To ensure that this recommendation is implemented effectively, the state needs to ascertain why so few scores were returned to regular schools under the previous API policy, and to correct that aspect of the implementation.

Third, the state needs to learn more about the experience of alternative school students and to clarify and strengthen its system of alternative schools. Schools should only qualify for “alternative” status when they serve truly at-risk students whose average length of enrollment is relatively short. In addition, high school students far behind in their studies should be added to the state’s at-risk category. These criteria would help screen out schools that do not serve at-risk students.

If our recommendations are adopted, they will go a long way toward providing better data, for both alternative and regular schools. At the local level, this would help schools gauge their strengths and weaknesses, and inform policy makers, parents, and the public about the state’s system of alternative schools, its students, and its outcomes. Finally, better data would support state efforts to improve the quality of alternative schools. Given the size of the at-risk pool of students attending alternative schools, we think such an effort is warranted.
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